
For the REDDIT users reaching us from this link:  https://redd.it/3hwgfe

The original author, “Riddleless_Sphinx” has told you are fable and is almost completely false, 
and I will elaborate below:

When you have to start your rant with “everything written here is true”, you know you must have 
a problem with determining what truth actually is.

“It all started with a Muslim Tolerance and Education program back in 2013”

FALSE. This has absolutely nothing to do with any such program. The OPPL can have all the 
tolerance events it chooses to have, and the public has the right to object if they feel so inclined.

Claims of no record of pornography being access, child or otherwise

FALSE. The libraries own records, long delayed, proves the above statement to be false.

“Trying to defund the library”

FALSE. Trying to have filters installed to block child pornography is what they are after. Even 
these filters can be unblocked by a library worker if requested.

“Not being allowed private access to library budgets, private employee records…they 
sued the library”

FALSE. The suit was for PUBLIC access to PUBLIC budget records and PUBLIC employee 
records. This is required by Illinois law. The Judge ruled against the library and made them pay 
attorney fees, etc.

“This website contains the Christian “activist” updating her followers…”

FALSE. That website is a Watchdog website, and some of the article contain information about 
Megan Fox and the OPPL. As an admin for that website, I feel the library was and is dead wrong 
in its attempts at keeping public records from anyone, and attempts at harassing requesters, filing 
false police reports, holding illegal meetings, and stifling public comments. This is the history of 
the OPPL for the past couple of years. The law, the AG, and the Courts are all against these types 
of actions by public bodies. 

“KKK, Northern Alliance, NRA, Westboro…”

Please tell the OP to remove his tin-foil hat! That is a typical statement and claims from someone 
that knows they are wrong, and is simply trying to elicit support for a cause that is not just. There 
is no KKK, NA, WBC, NRA, or anything else involved – frankly I’m surprised he didn’t bring up
Nazis and skinhead like most on the losing end of events claim. 

None s trying to shut down any library, they are simply wanting a resolution to child pornography
being allowed in this library. Claiming it is nothing more than “data” or “intellectual freedom” is 
nonsense and anyone with a decent mind cannot deny it.

Have a nice day and good luck in whatever you think you need to do. www.illinoisleaks.com

http://www.illinoisleaks.com/
https://redd.it/3hwgfe





















































































































